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Abstract

OBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To smoothly progress a conference, in which many
conference members at mutually separate places are participated in, in

more natural presence.

SOLUTION: Before the start of electronic conference, the attributes of

operating authorities corresponding to the posts of conference members
are set to respective conference participant terminals. During the

electronic conference, the drag-and-drop operations of conference

participant terminals are accepted according to these attributes. A
control window for controlling the application of speaking right to the

other conference members is provided on the screen of conference

participant terminal of a host. A conference member state icon,

expressing the speaking state of that conference member is always

displayed on the screens of all the conference participant terminals, and
a private window is provided for referring to non-opened personal

materials. A message written into common materials by the conference

member is recorded in a virtual transparent sheet area provided

corresponding to that conference member.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to an electronic conference system,

and relates to the electronic conference system for the conference by conference

members of a large number which are present in the place left especially

mutually being facilitated.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In recent years, two or more terminal units,

workstations, etc. are mutually connected via a network, and various electronic

conference systems which enable smooth communication between a conference

and a member of a large number which are present in the mutually distant place



are proposed, the "conference screen-display-control method" given in

JP,7-84905,A is known as art for telling performing discussion about specific

data to each conference member which has participated in the conference

among such electronic conference systems by a visual user interface. The

above-mentioned conventional technology is displayed on all the screens of the

terminal unit (it is henceforth written as a "conference participation terminal")

for participating in an electronic conference by making each of conference

member into a participant object.

The OHP object for on the other hand displaying or share performing by making

into a data object each of the data used at a conference is prepared.

For example, if conference member which has participated in the conference

lays the data object corresponding to the data which carry out share execution

on top of an OHP object by drag and drop operation (it is henceforth written as

"D&D operation"), The data specified in the common share window on the

screen of all the conference participation terminals are displayed.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]Since the above-mentioned

conventional technology is not taking the position of each conference member
into consideration, even if conference member which performs D&D operation of

a data object is whom, a real-time indication of the specified data is given on the

screen of all the conference participation terminals. Therefore, when D&D
operation of the data object was performed each in his own way by the electronic

conference with much actual conference member, the data specified on the

conference participation terminal of all the conference member were displayed

confusedly without restriction, and there was a problem that a possibility that a

smooth advance of a conference may be barred was large. On the other hand,

when a certain conference member performs an utterance with a sound, other

conference member only catches the utterance sent via a telephone line etc.

Therefore, there was a problem that conference member which is hearing the

utterance will be remarkably inferior in presence compared with the

conventional confrontation conference which cannot check conference member
under utterance visually, but is held by gathering to one place.

[0004]While conference member under utterance shows other conference

member data, when giving more detailed explanation, it is not rare to explain

preparing other conference member original individual data with the common
data shown formally, and referring to this. However, since the above-mentioned
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conventional technology did not assume such a case, conference member which

explains had the problem that required individual data had to be prepared

separately. Although the above-mentioned conventional technology can write in

messages with all the arbitrary conference member to data on display to a

conference participation terminal, Since the discernment and record of

conference member which wrote in were not taken into consideration, even if

conference member which was absent from the electronic conference

reproduced advance record of the conference later, there was a problem that it

was difficult to grasp the advancing state of a actual conference to details.

[0005]Therefore, the purpose of this invention advances and reproduces the

electronic conference by much conference member smoothly with the same

natural presence as the confrontation conference held by solving the

above-mentioned problem and gathering to one place, It is in providing the

electronic conference system which data required for a conference are gathered

altogether and can manage them on each conference participation terminal.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problemjln order to attain the above-mentioned purpose,

an electronic conference system of this invention, When it has many conference

participation terminals mutually connected via the network, and is constituted

and drag and drop operation to an object for a conference on a display screen is

received at one conference participation terminal, In an electronic conference

system which displays a result of processing performed according to the drag

and drop operation on a display screen of all the conference participation

terminals, In advance of an electronic conference, an attribute about operating

authority according to a position of the conference member is set up to each of a

conference participation terminal assigned to conference member which

participates, Drag and drop operation to said object for a conference in each

conference participation terminal is received during execution of said electronic

conference according to an attribute about said operating authority.

[0007]In addition to the above-mentioned composition, a **** window for

controlling grant of a voice to other conference member is provided on a display

screen of a conference participation terminal assigned to specific conference

member which participates in said electronic conference in a chairman's

position.

[0008]In addition to either of the above-mentioned composition, a conference

member state icon showing an utterance state of conference member which has
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participated in said electronic conference at present is always displayed on a

display screen of the conference participation terminal.

[0009]either of the above-mentioned composition -- in addition, a private

window for referring to individual data prepared in advance of an electronic

conference on a display screen of a conference participation terminal assigned

to conference member of said electronic conference secretly in other conference

member is provided.

[0010]To either of the above-mentioned composition, in addition, under

discussion about common data distributed in advance of an electronic

conference, A message written in to said common data is recorded on a virtual

transparent sheet field provided for every conference participation terminal of

an inputting agency, Said message of said virtual transparent sheet field

arbitrarily specified as said common data is piled up on a display screen of each

conference participation terminal, and is displayed.

[OOllJBy the above composition, an electronic conference by conference

member of a large number through a conference participation terminal is

smoothly gone on and reproduced with natural presence, and at each

conference participation terminal, common data required for a conference and

secret individual data can be gathered altogether, and can be managed.

[0012]

[Embodiment of the InventionJHereafter, one gestalt of operation of the

electronic conference system of this invention is explained in detail using a

drawing.

[0013]It connects mutually via networks, such as LAN, by using two or more

personal computers as a conference participation terminal, and the electronic

conference system of this invention advances a conference by delivering

mutually the electronic-filing-document information which conference member

which participates in a conference created separately. When each conference

member holds a conference on a seat, without gathering to a conference room, it

shall be made to synchronize with electronic-filing-document information, and

audio delivery shall also be performed. The review of design documentation is

assumed as a typical subject for discussion of an electronic conference. The

review which must let eyes pass to all the design documentation of an extensive

variety, It is because it is a subject for discussion which afflicts the head in any

offices, it leads also to reduction of a paper resource while being released from

the restrictions of a place which hold a conference, if the electronic conference
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system mentioned later is realized, and the possibility of clear control is further

expected also from the management side of information.

[0014]Drawing 1 is a figure showing the main composition functions in one

gestalt of operation of the electronic conference system of this invention. The

classification for classifying a composition function widely is four kinds, a

"position", "input", "output", and a "communication tool", among the figure. The

keyword for classifying a "position" in detail A "chairman", a "reporter", It is

three kinds of "judges" and the keyword for classifying "input" in detail is two

kinds, "common data" and "individual data", The keyword for classifying

"output" in detail "this time conference note", It is three kinds of a "vermilion

writing sheet" and a "tag", and the keyword for classifying a "communication

tool" in detail is three kinds, a "reporter window", a "private window", and a

"pointing pointer." And the attribute which was mentioned above and which

should be set up for every keyword is seven kinds, "the right of distribution",

reference being a "gestalt", updating and writing are "possible", "vermilion

writing being possible", "an owner display", "air control", and a "voice."

[00 15]As for the user interface of an electronic conference system, it is desirable

it not only to to display simultaneously the common data which the chairman

prepared on the screen which all the members' conference member shares

between each conference participation terminal, but for there to be the following

functions. That is, they are the functions to realize the confrontation conference

held by gathering to a conference room, and the same natural electronic

conference, such as a function which displays the data gathered just before the

conference on the above-mentioned screen, and a function to arrange

individually the individual memo which each conference member created, and

vermilion writing. The control for advancing proceedings smoothly is also

required for it while it fully displays the intention of conference member on the

above-mentioned screen, since an electronic conference advances via the

above-mentioned screen. For example, if conference member reproduces

operation of pointing at the object on the above-mentioned screen with a mouse

pointer, at all the conference participation terminals, can transmit the clear

intention of the conference member to all the members, but. Depending on the

case, a countless pointer will fly about on the above-mentioned screen, and

advance of proceedings will get confused. Then, the electronic conference

system of this invention is that the chairman who has "air control" enables it to

control utterance operation of each conference member in accordance with
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advance of proceedings, etc., and aims at harmony with sufficient intention

communication between a conference and member, and the smooth progress of

the proceedings.

[0016] In the "position" in the classification in Drawing 1, the attributes of

the conference participation terminals assigned to "chairman" having

"the right to distribution" for distributing common data, "the right to

control the air" for adjusting the speeches by conference members, and

"the right to speak to the members of the conference are marked as

"good. " On the other hand, the attributes of the conference participation

terminal assigned to the reporters of the conference and "judge" who
performs a certain determination and directions in response to the report

from the reporters who mainly report the data for a review are set as

"good" onlyfor the "right to speak" and the attribute about the operating

authority of "the right of distribution" and "air control" is set as "no."

[0017]By the sorting key word "input" in drawing 1, the attribute ("reference

gestalt shared" attribute) whose share on the screen of the conference

participation terminal all the members' conference member is enabled in the

"common data" which a "chairman" distributes by "the right of distribution", the

attribute ("— the attribute of reference gestalt individual") which enables only

individual reference is set to the "individual data" which other conference

member gathers, respectively. And an attribute with "possible" vermilion writing

is set as "good" at both "common data" and "individual data." By the sorting key

word "output" in drawing 1, while setting the "possible
[
updating and writing ]"

attribute only for a "chairman" to a "this time conference note" "it is good", a

"possible
[
updating and writing ]" attribute is set to a "vermilion writing sheet"

and a "tag" about all the conference member "it is good." the sorting key word

"communication tool" in drawing 1 — "a reporter window" -- a "reference gestalt

share" attribute — "a private window" -- "— a reference gestalt -- individual —

setting up" attribute -- "a pointing pointer" — an "owner display" attribute — "

it is set as owner."

[0018]Drawing 2 is a figure showing an example of the display on the screen of

the conference participation terminal assigned to the chairman by the electronic

conference system of this invention. As for a common data box and 240, a ****

window and 220 are [ an individual data box and 260
]
draughting tool groups a

private window and 250 a reporter window and 230 210 among the figure.

[0019]Even if it is any of a confrontation conference and an electronic
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conference, the power (= "air control") to control the utterance of all the

members' conference member under intervention to a conference is lodged in a

"chairman." The electronic conference system of this invention forms the ****

window 210 for controlling grant of the "voice" to other conference member only

to the conference participation terminal assigned to the "chairman." For

example, if a "judge" demands an utterance at a common conference

participation terminal, the conference member state icon which is an object for

a conference which expresses the "judge" in the **** window 210 displayed on

the screen of the conference participation terminal of a "chairman" will blink, It

tells that it is during the demand of an utterance to a "chairman." Then, if a

"chairman" performs D&D operation to the "utterance setting-out" button 212

for the conference member state icon, A "voice" is given to applicable "judge" and

the conference member state icon in the **** window 210 changes from a blink

display to the "chat icon" display shown with the numerals 213a. Then, if a

"chairman" performs D&D operation to the "utterance setting-out" button 212

for the conference member state icon once again, The voice of the "judge" is

erased and the conference member state icon in the **** window 210 changes

from a display to the "chat icon" "MUTTSU rear icon" display shown with the

numerals 213b. When making a "reporter" change in connection with the

progress of the proceedings, a "chairman" performs D&D operation to the

"reporter setting-out" button 211 for the conference member state icon showing

the next "reporter." In this embodiment, the "voice" is always given to one of

"reporters."

[0020]Other displays except the **** window 210 currently displayed only on the

conference participation terminal of the "chairman" are displayed common to

the conference participation terminal of all the conference member. For example,

the "chairman" registers beforehand data for conference member in all the

members to examine in the electronic conference into the common data box 230.

If a series of D&D operations in which the "reporter" given the "voice" from the

"chairman" picks out data required for a report from the common data box 230

(dragging), and opens to the reporter window 220 (it drops) are performed, The

data which were the targets of the above-mentioned D&D operation also in the

reporter window 220 provided on the screen of the conference participation

terminal which other conference member is using are opened. It is restricted to

the "reporter" to whom the "voice" was given that operation to the reporter

window 220 can be performed at this time, and a "judge" only looks on the
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reporter window 220 displayed on its own conference participation terminal.

However, depending on a situation, a "judge" sometimes wants to speak. In that

case, a "judge" tells liking to perform click operation for the conference member

state icon ("MUTTSU rear icon" display) applicable to oneself, and to speak to a

"chairman." And at the same time as it tells other conference member auditorily

the utterance in the voice which let the microphone pass after a "voice" is given

from a "chairman" for example, the data in the reporter window 220 are pointed

at, arbitrary overwrites are performed by an icon, and a visual message is told.

[002 l]The reporter window 220 and the common data box 230 are the places for

the conference member individual for whom the private window 240 and the

individual data box 250 are using the conference participation terminal to

having been a place for exchanging data and a message in conference member

in all the members. That is, data to refer to individually by disclosure in other

conference member are beforehand registered into the individual data box 250

in advance of the electronic conference. And after performing D&D operation to

the private window 240 from the individual data box 250 for data required in an

electronic conference, editing operation arbitrary about the data can be

performed, without being known in other conference member. This is the same

also about the data registered into the common data box 230.

[0022]The draughting tool group 260 is a tool group used as a tool for writing in

arbitrary messages to the reporter window 220, the private window 240, etc. As

a concrete tool group, "the colored pencil for vermilion writing", the "magnifying

glass", the "rubber", etc. are prepared beforehand. Conference member writes in

the arbitrary messages to the data currently displayed by specifying these tool

groups and performing write-in operation in the reporter window 220 or the

private window 240. The writing at this time is not directly performed to the data

themselves, but it is carried out to the virtual transparent sheet field (it is

henceforth described as a "vermilion writing sheet") stuck on data. That is, on

the reporter window 220, it is stuck in piles by the number of conference

member while a vermilion writing sheet is participating, and even when it

becomes later and advance record of an electronic conference is reproduced, it

can be distinguished whether it is that which the **** sage currently written in

calls at which conference member.

[0023)Drawing 3 is a figure showing an example of the display on the screen of

the conference participation terminal assigned to the reporter or the judge by

the electronic conference system of this invention. There is no display of 210 ****
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window on the screen shown in the figure, is the point that the conference

member state icon 310 is always displayed on the lower right corner, and differs

from the case of drawing 2. The displays of the conference member state icon

310 differ by the reporter and the judge. Namely, on a reporter's screen, the

conference member state icon for the number to which the name of the judge by

whom the present voice is granted was given, respectively ("chat icon" display) is

displayed, On a judge's screen, only one conference member state icon which

shows the existence of its voice is displayed.

[0024]Drawing 4 is a figure showing other examples of the display on the screen

of the conference participation terminal assigned to the reporter by the

electronic conference system of this invention, and drawings is a figure showing

other examples of the display on the screen of the conference participation

terminal assigned to the chairman by the electronic conference system of this

invention. Next, based on drawing 4 and drawing 5, the concrete progress of

the proceedings explains the user interface of the electronic conference system

in the remote place in the position (the reporter A, the judge M, the chairman S)

of each conference member.

[0025]It explains to the beginning according to the progress of the proceedings

in the reporter's A position. In drawing 4, the reporter A sends the

design-specifications file which he prepared to the chairman S in advance of an

electronic conference. Since a file name to register or delete will specifically be

asked if the title bar of the common data box 230 is double-clicked, Sending of a

design-specifications file is completed by choosing the file name equivalent to

the above-mentioned design-specifications file from the displayed list list, and

clicking the "O.K." button. The reporter A registers into the individual data box

250 the catalog etc. which he brought individually by the same operation as the

above.

[0026]If an electronic conference starts, the reporter A design specifications,

and will open **-JI of the beginning of design specifications. [ box / 230 /

common data
] [ the reporter window 220 ] And the page relevant to

[
drag

**-JISURAIDA and ] a subject for discussion on the day (here "4. product

operating environment) [1 1 pages] The page of design specifications is advanced

to "). At this time, the same image as what is displayed on the reporter window

220 on the reporter's A screen is displayed also on the reporter window 220 on

the screen of all the members' conference member. If the target page is opened,

the reporter A will start explanation with a sound. Since this sound is sent to all
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the conference member via a communication line, the judge M catches that

sound through a loudspeaker. The place when the reporter A wants to put

design specifications at, and to show and emphasize them with a mouse

performs operation etc. which are applied red with the tool of the draughting

tool group 260 with explanation. Each of these actions are also simultaneously

displayed on the reporter window 220 on the screen of all the members'

conference member.

[0027]An electronic conference explains cutting an utterance as shorter as

possible. If there is an utterance demand from the judge M by the break of an

utterance, after a voice is granted by the chairman's S permission, the

conference member state icon (chat icon" display) equivalent to the judge M will

be displayed on the screen of all the members' conference member with a name

etc. And the pointing pointer of the judge M by whom the voice was granted

comes to be displayed on the reporter window 220 on the screen of all the

members' conference member. According to the chairman's S member

registration, the judge's M nickname ("KM" etc.) is appended to this pointer. The

judge M writes in the message to a problem part using the blue pencil in the

draughting tool group 260, performing an utterance with a sound. On the other

hand, the reporter A writes in a message required for a supplement using a red

pencil with supplementary explanation with a sound. At this time, the writing

operation by two persons' pointing pointer is told in detail with the argument

with the sound of the reporter A and the judge M by the reporter window 220 on

the screen of all the members' conference member. D&D [ the reporter A / the

catalog registered into the individual data box 250 for explanation / the private

window 240 ]. It is because more suitable explanation can be performed if this is

referred to. When a demand of that me want you to make refer to it also for

oneself from the judge M is while explanation progressed, all the members'

conference member can refer to the portion by specifying the portion which the

reporter A may make refer to it, and sticking on a reporter window by D&D
operation.

[0028]The reporter A performs arrangement as a result of a conference after the

end of an electronic conference. For example, an examination matter is taken up

as only the vermilion writing sheet in which the writing of the message by the

judge M like the point was performed is displayed. And the reply to the question

raised during the conference is created, and e mail transmission is carried out

to each conference member.
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[0029] Next, it explains according to the progress of the proceedings in the

judge's M position. First, the judge M double-clicks a predetermined program

icon, and starts an electronic conference system. If the electronic conference

system by the side of the chairman S has risen, a link will be stretched

immediately and four kinds of registered files will be displayed on the common
data box 230. After checking this, the judge M registers the account of business

for himself into the individual data box 250. The "4. product operating

environment of the design specifications which the reporter A will explain to the

reporter window 220 on a screen soon if the sound of the purport that an

electronic conference is started from the chairman S is told [11 pages] "is

displayed. Then, the judge M the account of business registered into the

individual data box 250, refers to it, listening to the reporter's A explanation,

and checks compatibility with the contents reported. [ the private window 240
]

When a strange point is noticed, the judge M gives an utterance demand to the

chairman S by clicking on one's conference member state icon ("MUTTSU rear

icon" display) currently displayed on the corner of the screen. And after

checking changing to a "chat icon" display, the judge M starts an utterance with

a sound. Simultaneously, the judge M clicks on it and points at the blue pencil

icon in the draughting tool group 260, and makes a pointer grasp a blue pencil,

and the writing of the message to the reporter window 220 is started.

[0030]for example, the judge M — "— the customer claims postulated in a

financial report are differed from here — if operation surrounding the applicable

portion of the design specifications displayed in the reporter window 220 blue is

performed saying ?", the sound and writing operation will be told to all the

members' conference member. Then, if D&D [ the reporter A requires, "please

show me the account of business" and / the judge M / an applicable whole

page ] in the reporter window 220 according to this, the applicable page which

the reporter window 220 was divided and was dropped with the right half will be

displayed. This sound and writing operation are also told to all the members'

conference member. Since it carried out, the statement "I would like to answer

later" was received from the reporter A behind between ****** and the chairman

S declared the advance to the next subject for discussion, the judge M
double-clicked the title bar of the individual data box 250 again, and

incorporated another file.

[0031]It explains to the last according to the progress of the proceedings in the

chairman's S position. Since the chairman S performed the program starting
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request to print out files of the electronic conference system beforehand when

operation of an electronic conference was determined, if he reaches at schedule

time, an electronic conference system will start him and he will become the

directions waiting from the chairman S in the state of drawing 5. Then, after the

chairman S checks that common data required for the mail box addressed to

themselves have arrived, he double-clicks the title bar of the common data box

230, and does the file registration work for an electronic conference. And the

"member registration" button 214 is clicked and conference member which

participates in the electronic conference of the day is registered into a

conference note file from a project member table (registration of conference

member can also be performed at the time of a starting request to print out files).

Completion of the above-mentioned work will display a conference member state

icon as shown in drawing 2 in the **** window 210. Among these, the icon

applicable to conference member which has not started the electronic

conference system yet is displayed in a light color.

[0032]Although there is a conference member state icon currently displayed in

the still light color, since the start time of the electronic conference came, the

chairman S will start an electronic conference. Conference member which was

overdue and started the electronic conference system can grasp the advancing

state of a conference in a short time with the message about the discussion till

then and sound which rise, simultaneously are automatically sent with a

constant interval. The chairman S declares all the members' present conference

member a conference start, after checking the conference member state icon

applicable to the first reporter A, and changing to a "chat icon" display. [ the

"reporter setting-out" button 211] and the reporter A is asked for the start of a

report ("— if -- the check conference of user needs is begun.) Please give me Mr.

A and a report. " Soon after the reporter A begins explanation, the conference

member state icon equivalent to the judge M displayed in the **** window 210

begins to blink, and it is told that the judge M is asking for the utterance. Then,

after checking the judge's M conference member state icon, and changing to a

"chat icon" display in the place which the pause attached to the reporter's A

explanation, an utterance is demanded from the judge M ("please give me the

opinion of Mr. M."). [ the "utterance setting-out" button 212
]

[0033]While a sound describes an opinion, the judge M points at the design

specifications in the reporter window 220, and is writing in the blue message

with the pointer. After a while, since the judge's K icon also began blink, a
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chairman the icon, and makes it change to a "chat icon" display. [ the "utterance

setting-out" button 2 12
]
Thereby, the reporter A and three persons of the judges

M and K have a voice simultaneously, and while each pointing pointer moves 3

persons on the screen of all the members' conference member and each message

is written in, it will be in the state where three persons' sound can be mixed and

heard from a loudspeaker. Then, the judge K fully judged that the message to an

utterance and the reporter window 220 with a sound was written in altogether,

clicked on the conference member state icon of the "chat icon" display from

himself, and abandoned the voice. Thus, it is possible to abandon a voice from

the judge side.

[0034]When the conclusion to the subject for discussion is not obtained as a

result of an argument, the chairman S writes the problem, a person in charge,

and a term in the ****** (ed) vermilion writing sheet peculiar to a chairman, and

records as a follow item in a next conference. And after digesting all the subjects

for discussion upon which it is due to deliberate, the check of this follow item is

performed. If the chairman S clicks the "conference note edit" button 215 in a
**** window, after record by the chairman S is edited into the form of a review

report, it will be displayed on the reporter window 220. After the chairman S

corrects review report [ this
]
somewhat, reading out with a sound, he tells

repeatedly who will check by when to each conference member, and closes a

conference. The reports from each conference member about an electronic

conference gather for the chairman's S mail box in several days.

[0035]By the embodiment mentioned above, the electronic conference by

conference member of a large number through a conference participation

terminal is smoothly gone on and reproduced with natural presence, and at

each conference participation terminal, open data required for a conference and

secret individual data can be gathered altogether, and can be managed.

[0036]

[Effect of the InventionJAccording to the electronic conference system of this

invention, as explained in detail above, the electronic conference by conference

member of a large number through a conference participation terminal is

smoothly gone on and reproduced with natural presence, and at each

conference participation terminal, open data required for a conference and

secret individual data can be gathered altogether, and can be managed.
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